
P4 Spelling 
Lists
LI: To use spelling rules 
and patterns to help me 
spell tricky or unfamiliar 
words.
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Spelling rule of  the week: soft c

Say these words out loud. What do you notice?

Rule: When c is in front of an i, e, or y, it is soft and says /s/. For 
example, circle, dice, cycle.
When c is in front of any other letter, it is hard and says /k/.

circle dice cycle



Week Beginning 18th May 2020
Choose 5-10 spelling words from the lists below. 
Ice Cream = expected level; Sprinkles = trickier words

Ice Cream – soft c
1. face
2. race
3. dice
4. price
5. chance
6. pencil
7. city
8. circle
9. cinema
10. circus

Sprinkles – soft c
1. centre
2. centipede
3. citizen
4. cellar
5. cyclone
6. certificate
7. centimetre
8. innocent
9. difference
10. magnificent



Week Beginning 18th May 2020

If  you have learned the Sprinkle words off  by heart and are very confident 
in knowing what the words mean, here are a few extra challenges for you.

Extra Sprinkles

1. Can you find other words which have soft c? Try to challenge yourself 
to find longer words.

2. Explore the prefix 'centi'. Remember a prefix has its own meaning 
which changes a word it is placed in front of. Find out what 'centi' 
means and then explore some words with 'centi'.



Practise your words for 10-20 minutes each day.

Start with Look, Cover, Write, Check.

Then, choose an activity to help you practise.

Make sure you know what each word in your list means.
Really try to challenge yourself to learn to spell the words 
off by heart.



Spelling Activity 1 Dictionary Meanings

Write down the definition of each spelling word.

Remember to use these 3 Bs to help you:

1) Brain – Have a go at thinking of the meaning on your own.

2) Book – If you are stuck, look it up in a dictionary/internet.

3) Buddy – If you are still stuck on a word or not sure what it 
means, ask someone in your family to help you understand it.



Spelling Activity 2

Have a go at Miss Melrose's 
spelling word riddle:

You can find me on a clock, 
or when you look in the 

mirror. What am I?


